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Abstract
The huge success of eBay has proven the demand for
customer-to-customer (C2C) electronic commerce. eBay
is a centralized infrastructure with all its scalability problems (network bandwidth, server load, availability, etc.). In
this paper we argue that C2C e-commerce is an application domain that maps naturally onto the emergent field of
P2P systems simply by its underlying interaction model of
customers, i.e., peers. This offers the opportunity to take
P2P systems beyond mere file sharing systems into interesting new application domains. The long-term goal would
be to design a fully functional decentralized system which
resembles eBay without eBay’s dedicated, centralized infrastructure. Since security (authenticity, non-repudiation,
trust, etc.) is key to any e-commerce infrastructure, our envisioned P2P e-commerce platform has to address this adequately. As the first step in this direction we present an
approach for a completely decentralized P2P public key infrastructure (PKI) which can serve as the basis for higherlevel security service. In contrast to other systems in this
area, such as PGP which uses a “web of trust” concept, we
use a statistical approach which allows us to provide an analytical model with provable guarantees, and quantify the
behavior and specific properties of the PKI. To justify our
claims we provide a first-order analysis and discuss its resilience against various known threats and attack scenarios.
In support of our belief that C2C E-commerce is one of the
potential killer applications of the emerging structured P2P
systems, we provide a layered model for P2P E-commerce,
demonstrating the dependencies of various security related
issues that can be built on top of a decentralized PKI.
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1. Introduction
The demand for customer-to-customer commerce (C2C)
has been proven by the huge success of eBay [11]. eBay
provides a centralized trading platform to its customers
which offers a certain degree of security that business transactions between partners that do not know each other are
performed in a proper way, i.e., each partner obeys the rules.
So, why should we not stay with this architecture? The advantage that eBay, like any other centralized system, can
enforce rules easily turns into a severe problem if we switch
the viewpoint to scalability. In each centralized system the
center is a “hot spot” in terms of failure (no server, no system), network bandwidth, and server load among others.
In this paper we argue that a customer-to-customer system would actually map more naturally onto a P2P system
by its very structure and interaction pattern. However, more
effort has to be put into carefully designing and offering
similar services and guarantees as a centralized infrastructure. Scalability can be achieved well as proven by successful P2P infrastructures such as Kazaa [14], Gnutella [9], or
Freenet [8].
Equally important are the security aspects and service
guarantees which are more difficult to achieve in a distributed environment, such as authentication of identities of
the trading partners. Most of these services rely heavily on
the existence of a public key infrastructure (PKI). Though
PKIs exist for quite some time now and can be considered
“out-of-the box systems” their centralized architecture contradicts the P2P approach and would introduce centralization again through the back door. So the only alternative so
far would be the application of a PGP-like “web of trust”
approach. However, it has been shown that this concept has
several severe shortcomings as we will discuss in Section 2.
Thus we follow a different strategy and propose a decentralized PKI based on a statistical (quorum-based) approach
that bypasses these problems.
There can be an additional scepticism about using a P2P
platform for customer-to-customer commerce, that of via-

bility of trading high-valued commodities in such a system.
Essentially, even with centralized solutions, the risks are
almost equally high that the other customer does not deliver what he promises and thus C2C commerce will indeed
be more popular for trading commodities of relatively less
value. The focus of the rest of this paper is thus only on
the enabling technology, primarily concentrating on a decentralized PKI.
The paper starts with a taxonomy of existing PKI approaches in Section 2 which also gives an overview of
the pros and cons of the different classes. Section 3 then
presents a detailed description of the decentralized PKI architecture we propose by discussing all its building blocks
and algorithms. To justify the validity of our model we
give a first-order analysis of the incurred effort and security
properties of our PKI in Section 4. We continue with a security analysis of our PKI in Section 5 in which we analyze
common attacks in every stage of the systems lifetime. In
Section 6 we provide a layered model for P2P E-commerce,
demonstrating the dependencies of various security related
features that can be built on top of a decentralized PKI. Related work is discussed in Section 7, which is relatively
sparse in the relevant domain, due to the pioneering character of our work. Our conclusions in Section 8 round out
the paper.

2. A case for harnessing structured P2P systems
This section defines an informal taxonomy to classify
existing approaches and to position our proposed system
therein. We argue for a distributed PKI based on efficient
P2P access structures rather than using the web-of-trust
model which has several drawbacks including inefficiency
and lack of any proper model to provide quantifiable probabilistic guarantees.

2.1. Taxonomy
Essentially there are two dimensions in decentralized
PKI management, namely “the discovery of peers who have
the public key” and “trust on the peers from whom the public key is obtained”. The fundamental difference between
the two approaches (web of trust/statistical) is the order in
which the two dimensions are navigated, i.e., the mechanism by which the relevant information is obtained: random walks in a trust graph or systematic, efficient access
to relevant information, and then using a quorum (possibly
weighted) for reliability(trust).
The inefficiency in web of trust based approaches arises
primarily from the fact that the information is searched using random walks in the network. While random walks
is the best one can do in structure-less P2P systems like

Gnutella, with the emergence of structured P2P systems that
support efficient searches, inserts and updates, we can now
exploit these features and realize efficient distributed P2P
PKI using statistical methods (or hybrid methods where the
information is still searched efficiently using a structured
P2P system, and not using the web of trust like transitivity). The reason a quorum based approach in structure-less
P2P systems is impractical is that searches still depend on
flooding (and thus continue to be inefficient), and also maintenance (inserts or updates) has high overhead.
Thus in the context of data management, current PKIs
may be classified in two main groups:
Centralized: Confederation of trusted third parties (TTP),
so-called certification authorities (CA), for example,
VeriSign. The TTPs do not participate in the interactions of a system but act as facilitators of the activities.
We omit these centralized solutions from the rest of our
discussion since they are not in the scope of our discussion which focuses on only decentralized systems.
Decentralized: The public key infrastructure is maintained
by the participants themselves without using central
control and special roles such as CAs. Three main subclasses of this approach can be identified.
Web of trust: In this model, a participant (peer) of
the system knows the public keys of some other
peers, and considers this knowledge sacrosanct.
It also relies on some of these peers (with possibly varying degree of trust) to certify the public key of other peers. Thus the knowledge of
peers’ public key is obtained by finding a path in
the peer acquaintance(trust) graph, thus forming
a ‘web of trust’, where if  trusts that   is
  ’s public key, and also relies (personally determined) on  to certify a third party’s public
key, then   will believe in 
being  ’s public key if   certifies it. PGP [16] and variants
belong to this group. PGP implicitly exploits the
small world phenomenon of social acquaintance
that is observed in the trust(certificate) graph [5]
to create a web of trust of peers’ public keys.
Consequently, it obliterates the need of central
authorities, and has been enormously successful
as a freely available decentralized public key infrastructure. However, the strength of a chain is
determined by the weakest link, and hence a simple transitive trust is highly vulnerable, and thus
unreliable.
Statistical (quorum based) approaches: A statistical approach would involve obtaining the public key information from many peers and then
forming a quorum. This will be elaborated in

Section 3.2 where we describe our approach for
P-Grid [1, 4]. The essential idea behind a statistical approach is to have multiple random and
thus presumably independent peers to replicate
the public key information, and retrieve the information from a random subset of these replicas.
Such an approach relies on an efficient, decentralized storage infrastructure, for which we will
use P-Grid, our P2P storage management system.
In this paper we restrict our discussion to the
purely statistical retrieval and insertion of public keys in P-Grid (a hybrid variant will use a
weighted quorum). Also, it may be emphasized
that any other P2P system with similar guarantees of efficient and reliable search and updates
as that of P-Grid may be used instead, and thus
our proposal is generic and could be adapted to a
group of structured P2P systems.
Hybrid approaches: A hybrid approach will involve
obtaining public key information from many
peers, and then forming a weighted quorum dependent on one’s relative trust on various peers
from whom the information is obtained.
An extension of the original PGP approach,
which is presently put into practice, is to include
multiple paths of trust transitivity [18] in an effort
to improve reliability of authentication. Nevertheless, the reliability of such approaches is limited because of intersecting paths, and thus needs
authentication metrics [18] to quantify the reliability of such multiple paths. Thus it consumes
a lot of network and computational resources,
worsened by the fact that there is no guarantee of
the existence of such multiple independent paths,
or a mechanism to discover them efficiently. It
is again an attempt to navigate the two dimensions as described in the beginning of this section in a wrong order, since random walks are
used for information discovery with the assumption of finding multiple paths, trying to use the
power-law distribution of trust graphs. Further,
both the multiple paths and the metrics need to
be evaluated at each peer, and thus the effort is
not shared.
Apart from the inefficiency because of random walks,
web of trust based approaches have further drawbacks:
1. Path discovery is inefficient because effort is not
shared, and has high, unbounded latency.
2. Web of trust approaches (e.g., PGP) have primarily
been used for privacy purposes. Typically, to completely believe in a person’s public key, the information (at least the fingerprint of the public key) has to be

obtained offline. Otherwise certification provided by
only persons known in real life are accepted. It is thus
premature to assume, particularly in the absence of any
quantifiable guarantee, that the web of trust model that
worked well for providing privacy for email users will
translate well into a public key infrastructure in a P2P
system.
3. Web of trust models fail to use the collective knowledge of the whole society, but uses only information
available within a small number of transitive hops, determined by time to live, in the connectivity graph.
However, the ultimate purpose of a decentralized PKI
should be to provide a way to establish identity of
stranger peers beyond a reasonable doubt. Web of trust
models can not guarantee that (since transitive paths
are not guaranteed). This is another important reason
why we need to use efficient access structures to store
public keys, and use a quorum based approach to reliably find public keys.
4. Finally, since the trust on other peers’ certification is
essentially ad-hoc, web of trust is susceptible to the
treachery of even one (or a very few) trusted peers.
We argue that statistical (and hybrid) approaches are feasible and indeed better suited for systems where information
can reliably and efficiently be obtained and updated, as is
the case with many emerging structured P2P systems.

3. A quorum based decentralized PKI
As mentioned in the previous section, managing a PKI
in a P2P way needs an efficient and reliable distributed information access structure, and also effective functionalities
like updates of replicas even in the presence of frequent disconnections and possibly uncooperative peers. This is not
possible in unstructured P2P systems like Gnutella [9], that
is why the ”web of trust” model, which essentially depends
on random walks (basically flooding) for exploring the trust
graph of a P2P network has gained more popularity. But
with the recent development of efficient access structures
like CAN, Chord, Freenet and P-Grid among others, it is
indeed possible to realize more systematic models, rather
than relying on the ad-hoc web of trust model, for which
no probabilistic guarantees have been provided so far. In
this section, we first give a brief introduction of P-Grid [4],
before elaborating our P-Grid based PKI.

3.1. P-Grid
P-Grid [1, 4] is a peer-to-peer lookup system based on
a virtual distributed search tree: Each peer only holds part
of the overall tree, which comes into existence only through

the cooperation of individual peers. Searching in P-Grid is
efficient and fast even for unbalanced trees [2] (  ,
where  is the number of leaves). Unlike many other
peer-to-peer systems P-Grid is a truly decentralized system
which does not require central coordination or knowledge.
It is based purely on randomized algorithms and interactions. Also we assume peers to fail frequently and be online
with a very low probability. Figure 1 shows a simple P-Grid.
Every participating peer’s position is determined by its
path, that is, the binary bit string representing the subset of
the tree’s overall information that the peer is responsible for.
For example, the path of Peer 4 in Figure 1 is 10, so it stores
all data items whose keys begin with 10. For fault-tolerance
multiple peers can be responsible for the same path, for example, Peer 1 and Peer 6. P-Grid’s query routing approach
is simple but efficient: For each bit in its path, a peer stores
a reference to at least one other peer that is responsible for
the other side of the binary tree at that level. Thus, if a peer
receives a binary query string it cannot satisfy, it must forward the query to a peer that is “closer” to the result. In
Figure 1, Peer 1 forwards queries starting with 1 to Peer 3,
which is in Peer 1’s routing table and whose path starts with
1. Peer 3 can either satisfy the query or forward it to another peer, depending on the next bits of the query. If Peer
1 gets a query starting with 0, and the next bit of the query
is also 0, it is responsible for the query. If the next bit is 1,
however, Peer 1 will check its routing table and forward the
query to Peer 2, whose path starts with 01.
The P-Grid construction algorithm [4] guarantees that
peer routing tables always provide at least one path from
any peer receiving a request to one of the peers holding
a replica so that any query can be satisfied regardless of
the peer queried. Additionally it guarantees that a sufficient
number of replicas exist for any path and that the peers representing a certain path also know their replicas. Thus the
routing tables will hold also multiple references for each
level which the routing algorithm selects randomly [4].
Also, P-Grid, unlike most contemporary P2P systems,
supports updates of the stored, replicated data via a
push/pull strategy with probabilistic success and consistency guarantees in an unreliable environment [10].

3.2. The P-Grid based PKI
Each peer  is uniquely identified by a universally unique
identifier (UUID)  . This identifier is generated once
when a peer joins the P-Grid community, by applying a
cryptographicly secure hash function to the concatenated
values of the current date and time, the current IP address
"!  and a large random number. At bootstrap, each peer
 also generates a private/public key pair # "$%& .
In P-Grid, routing tables and the index hold only these
identifiers. Each peer  additionally has a cache of “iden-

tity to physical address” mappings '"() !*(+)-,/.0(1 (,/.0(
denotes a time-stamp) that it already knows, in order to be
able to communicate with other peers. Since disconnections of peers may lead to changing IP address, peers must
update their latest “identity to physical address” mapping in
P-Grid. The update functionality is provided in P-Grid as
described in [10].
To correctly identify a peer it is essential to detect old
mappings and retrieve and cache up-to-date ones.
Our algorithm for building a decentralized PKI on top of
P-Grid is given below.
Bootstrap
Bootstrap is the phase when a new peer
Grid.
1.



2.



joins the P-

determines its current IP address. The IP address
must be routable and reachable, i.e., not behind a firewall. The IP address is inserted in the P-Grid in order to handle possible changes of physical address of
peers reconnecting after staying offline, and has been
described and analyzed in [12].
generates   , #

"$%&

.

'23) ""!45) % 6),/.73)#831"23) ""!49) % 3)-,/.72- (for
brevity denoted as :<;">='? in the following) is inserted
into P-Grid by  using 2 as the key (,/.7 prevents
replay attacks). Inserting in P-Grid means that the request is routed to a peer @A(CBEDF . DF is the set of
replicas responsible for the path using 2 as the key
value ( :-G ' ). If "2 already exists in the P-Grid
(though this is very unlikely)  is notified. If so,  generates a new "  and repeats this step.

3.

4.





repeats the insertion operation at @AH (I"J random
and distinct P-Grid peers, so that the insertion request
reaches an expected @ H (I2K distinct replicas.

5. All @/( that receive the LMN*?*!*:O':<;">='? message initiate
;7 :P?6':<;">='?)@A( among their replicas DF . All replicas, including the ones that originated such updates locally store the tuple only if it receives and forms a quorum of @/H (I2QSR @/H (I2K distinct such update messages
within a ,UT-V*W J time.
Peers who received the original insert then send a
confirmation to  . This of course holds for the
peers/replicas that are online during the update operation. Those peers that come online later use a quorum based pull (anti-entropy) to get a current view as
described in [10]. If after ,UTV*W J since receiving the
first update message, @ H (XIQ distinct messages have
not been received, the peers discard the information.
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Figure 1. Example P-Grid

In the absence of Byzantine/malicious peers it would
have been sufficient to make a single insert in P-Grid,
since the update mechanism would have updated all
replicas. However, malicious peers may initiate updates with false information. Since search and insert
requests are routed to random replicas, we use multiple
requests and then a quorum to address this properly.
6. As a result of the previous steps the mapping will be
physically stored at peers in DF . Based on the randomized algorithms that P-Grid uses we can assume that
the individual replicas @A(8BYDF are independent and
they collude or behave Byzantine only to a degree that
can be handled by existing algorithms.
7. If  receives @ H (IZ R @ H (XIQ confirmations (within
some ,UT-V*W K\[ ,UT-V*W J ), it is convinced (probabilistically) that its public key has been replicated amply for
fault tolerance. Otherwise  generates a new   and
repeats the previous steps.
Since only a new peer entering the P2P system needs
to conduct the bootstrap phase, it is irrelevant which
identity is successfully inserted. Also, generation and
re-insertion of a new identity will be required only in
the event of a distributed denial of service attack by
malicious peers, more on which is discussed in Section 5.

@ H (XI2Z R @ H (I2Q R @ H (XI2K R @ H (XIJ , and the exact
numbers is a design issue for the P2P system. We will use

these for our preliminary analysis in Section 4 of the effort required and performance (probabilistic) offered by our
system. For simplicity we will consider @AH (IZ^] @/H (I2Q
without loss of generality of the results of our analysis.
Peer startup
Whenever a peer  rejoins the P-Grid it performs the following step.
1.



starts up and checks whether its ""!  has changed.
If yes, it initiates an update of its new physical address
(signed with its private key). The complete algorithm
for update along with the cost incurred and its reliability can be found in [12]. This step is necessary in order
to make sure that the routing tables are correct.

Operation phase
This phase denotes the standard operation, i.e.,  is up
and running, has registered an up-to-date mapping of its
identity/physical address 1"  ) !  ),/.   and is ready to
process queries and update requests. Both queries and updates need to be routed to at least one replica peer responsible for the concerned key space. The following steps are
to route it successfully despite frequent peer disconnections
and changes in peers’ physical address resulting in temporarily inconsistent routing tables.

By establishing the correct mapping, we ensure that operations (query/insert/update) may be successfully carried
out. Then, such operations pertaining to either peers’ public
key, current physical address, reputation or any other kind
of information may be conducted in a reliable manner. The
steps incurred are given below.



receives a request _ from a peer ` .

1.

2. In case  can satisfy _ the result is returned to ` .
Otherwise  finds out which peer a to forward the
query to. It checks its routing table and retrieves
'*b3) ""!4*b3) % *b6),/.7*b which had been entered
during the construction of P-Grid.



generates a random number ! , contacts  a and sends
%c*b '! . As an answer  a must send 1# *b %c*b '!2--
and ` can check whether # d b %c*b !2- ] ! . If yes,  a
is correctly identified, i.e.,  really talks to the peer it
intends to, and _ is forwarded to  a .
If not, then >a has a new IP address (the case that
somebody tries to impersonate a is covered implicitly by the signature check above) and  sends a query
to P-Grid to retrieve the current "!4*b using 2db as

3.

4.

the key.
Since  a may be offline multiple routing entries for
each level are maintained to offer alternative peers to
route to.
5.



collects all answers : (e] 1"  b6) %& b3) !  b5)-,A.  b")
#8db3'*b5) % *b6) ""!4*b6),/.7*b it receives from the
@gfSBhDFdb .
If extended security is required then the @if should sign
their answers, i.e., send :P()#jk2:P(l- ).  has to collect
at least @ H (I2Q answers to detect misinformed or malicious peers, i.e., checks whether a certain quorum of
the answers is identical ( @ H (XIQ is defined by each individual  according to its local requirements for trustworthiness of the reply). Otherwise the query is repeated a certain number of times before aborting.
(a) As an optimization the quorum can be avoided
under certain circumstances. If  already knows
% *b , e.g., from the construction of the P-Grid
or because it has already done a certain number of (quorum-based) queries for %&db that
have resulted in identical answers, so that it
can assume that its %c b , then it can immediately check the validity of the answer by

% *b5'#8*b3'2db5) % db3) !Odb3)-,/.>db2-4m *b
:P(m #8*b .

]

(b) The scheme can be further optimized (and made
more robust and secure) by having all peers store
the %  ’s that they receive.

6. Now  can proceed with step 3. In case this is successful  enters '2db5) !O*b6) % db3)-,/.>db2- in its local cache.
Following the above steps, a peer  can obtain the latest physical address of other peers in a recursive manner
and thus successfully handle the basic P-Grid operations of
query, insert and update. As mentioned above, any information, including public key and reputation related information may then be accessed and maintained similarly in
an efficient and reliable manner. A P-Grid based PKI is efficient because the basic operations such as search or insert
in P-Grid take 1='n*o0- messages to discover one random
replica responsible for the relevant key. Since the routing
process is randomized, reliability of results is then obtained
by using quorum based techniques.

4. Analysis
This section gives a preliminary analysis of the cost of
locating public key information reliably in P-Grid, that is to
locate @/H (I2K distinct replicas responsible for the particular
key, and forming a quorum of at least @AH (XIQ .
For the analysis, we use the following notation: There
are @/W'TPW replicas and @AT I of these are online with their
correct physical address references known to other peers
who refer to them. All requests need to be routed to one
of these responsible replicas. The effort to route an individual request in presence of stale caches and unavailable
peers has been analyzed and shown to be efficient in [12],
and update propagation within the subnetwork of replicas
using a hybrid push/pull approach also has been shown to
provide probabilistic success and consistency guarantees in
presence of peer disconnections at a reasonable overhead
in [10].
Thus, here we only need to analyze the expected number
of independent requests @AH (XI"J in order to reach @AH (XI2K distinct replicas and form a @AH (XIQ quorum, where @AH (I2QpR
@/H (I2K R @AH (XI"J as discussed in Section 3.2, out of a possible @ T I replicas online, the underlying assumption being
@ T ICqr@ H (XI2K .
For the analysis, we assume that the network topology
is relatively static, such that during the whole period while
queries are being propagated, @ T I does not change drastically. This is a realistic assumption because queries in PGrid effectively means moving through a distributed binary
search tree, requiring 1='n*o0 messages, which means
that a query is complete within a very short period of time.
Thus the network topology may indeed be assumed to be
quasi-static. Further, apart from replicas going off-line,
replicas come online as well, thus the variation of @sT I
within a small period of time can be neglected for a first
order analysis. Under these assumptions, we need to determine the expected number of requests at random peers
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in P-Grid, such that response is obtained from @ H (XIK distinct replicas out of the @ T I replicas online. This problem
may be reduced to coupon collector’s problem [15], such
that @ H (XI2K coupons need to be collected out of @ T I possible coupons. Under the assumption that all the online
replicas are equally likely to be reached, which is guaranteed by P-Grid’s randomized load balancing construction
and routing algorithms, the expected number of requests
@/H (I"J is then a function of @sT I and @/H (I2K , represented as
@/H (I"J 1@AT I )@AH (XIK  required for @AH (XIK distinct responses,
and can be formalized as (coupon collector’s problem [15]):

@/H ( I"J 1@AT I )@AH (XIK  ]
@sT I 1t !vuwnv0L<xOyh;>uhz4?*!61@AT I e{
t !vu|nv0LMx}yh;7uhz4?*!3'@sT I {~@/H (I2K 
Figure 2 shows the total expected number of P-Grid requests @/H (I"J required to reach @AH (I2K distinct replicas out
of @sT I online replicas. In this example @AT I is chosen to be
20, and @/H (I2K is varied between 0 and 20.
Given any probability u of individual peers being malicious, the probability of successfully forming a quorum
(and thus successful authentication), and the probability of
a successful DDOS attack (if malicious peers act independently, where each of them return a false information, or do
not reply at all) or successfully persuading an enquirer with
a false information (with all malicious peers collaborating
together, and thus replying the same false information) may
be quantified, as given below.
Probability of correct authentication:

 T-++-lWVT-+VvH ]

j0 Ud 

(Uj UX}

@/H ( I2K
Pg{u| ( u j0Ud4(
L 

This is the probability that a quorum of at least
rect replies are obtained.

@ H (I2Q

cor-

Figure 3. Probability of successfully forming
a quorum with varying percentage u of malicious peers.

Probability of successful attacks (as elaborated above):

 WW'O<
]

]

g{ T++PlW VT-+VvH
j0U d4UJ 
@ H (XI2K
-g{uh ( u j } >(
L

(XU

This is the case where sufficient correct replies could not be
obtained to form an appropriate @AH (XI2Q quorum.
Since peers are assigned a key space in a completely
randomized manner in P-Grid’s construction algorithm, it
is unlikely that all malicious replicas collaborate, and thus
DDOS attacks are more likely than malicious peers being
able to persuade an enquirer with a false information successfully.
Below, in Figure 3 we show probability of successfully
forming a quorum of at least 11 matching replies where 20
replicas are online, and thus can possibly be contacted. The
X-axis represents the percentage of malicious peers. The
probability of a successful DDOS attack is complementary
to the probability of forming a quorum. As can be seen in
the figure, there is a phase transition, such that for a low percentage of malicious peers (in this example, if u R m " ),
the probability of successfully forming a quorum is close
to one, and with increasing percentage of malicious peers,
performance degrades rapidly, such that susceptibility to attacks increases. This example demonstrates that our mechanism provides a quantifiable performance for providing authentication beyond reasonable doubt in a predominantly
well-behaving P2P society.

5. Attacks
Bootstrap phase
The most common attack during the bootstrap phase
will be that a malicious replica inserts a wrong tuple

locally instead of inserting the correct tuple, and sends
an update message using this false tuple. By requiring a quorum at all well-behaved peers (replicas) we
ensure that in a predominantly well-behaving P2P society, the correct information is stored.
A variant of this attack (where the percentage of malicious users is higher) will lead to a situation where
well-behaved peers will possibly fail to form a quorum, and then after timeout, the operation has to be
aborted and repeated with a freshly generated identity.
Since routing is randomized, it is however likely that
several repeated attempts will lead to eventual success.
The worst case will be a group of malicious users
collaborating together will carry on a successful distributed denial of service attack (DDOS), i.e., they will
successfully insert a wrong public key into the P-Grid
on behalf of a peer  ’s identity. In this case, the peer 
actually has nothing to loose (since it is new, it has no
reputation yet), and will simply have to abandon that
identity, and restart with a new one, or maybe, it will
be unable to join the system. Philosophically speaking,
it is not a bad option either, since most members of the
system have to be malicious and collaborating in this
case, so joining may not be a good idea anyway.
Peer startup phase
If a peer has successfully registered itself, then it has its
correct public key registered in P-Grid. When a peer 
rejoins the network, it has to communicate with other
peers, and  ’s identity will be authenticated using its
public key. Here, a possible attack can be done if a
peer 7 queries P-Grid to verify  ’s public key. Malicious peers may provide false information, thus trying to deny service. But with multiple queries starting at random peers (e.g., from peer   ’s routing table), this attack can be thwarted, particularly because
queries are routed randomly to different replicas. Thus
a quorum-based authentication will again work in a
predominantly well-behaved P2P society.
Operational phase
During the operational phase, a peer  needs to first authenticate the identity of another peer > by conducting queries about > ’s public key. After authenticating
the identity, queries related to reputation information
can again be made in a similar fashion. Also, after
concluding business, digital signatures may be used as
proof, thus providing non-repudiation. Apart from attacks during insert or query operations, as discussed
above, impersonation attacks may also be attempted.
Impersonation is prevented using public key based authentication, but depends on the percentage of malicious peers in the system. If a significant population of
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peers are malicious and they all collaborate together,
impersonation can not be ruled out, as was discussed
in the analysis (Section 4).

6. Enabling P2P E-commerce
In order to enable P2P e-commerce it is essential to provide security functionalities, many of which can only be
realized if a PKI is available, for example: authentication,
confidentiality and trust. Figure 4 shows the necessary functionalities which all rely on a PKI in the context of our envisioned model for P2P e-commerce.
Authentication: Verification of the identity of a participant. Authentication of an entity’s identity is typically
done using digital signature, which uses a public key
infrastructure (PKI). While other means for authentication exist, for example username/password schemes,
we exclude such approaches in our discussions because of their centralized architecture and consequent
incompatibility with the P2P approach.
Non-repudiation: To provide undeniable proof of any operation conducted by an entity, it is again necessary to
apply digital signatures.
Accountability: Past actions of participants need to be
taken into account in the present, thus penalizing for
past misbehaviour or rewarding for past compliance
with the (possibly implicit) rules. This is done using
reputation management of peers. A P2P trust model
is provided in [3]. For this, it is essential to have
reliable authentication and non-repudiation schemes,
which themselves rely on a reliable PKI.
Authorization Participants may decide to authorize other
participants to use certain resources after having authenticated their identity, and possibly after making a
judgement on their trustworthiness.
Confidentiality and data integrity: Participants in an activity may require confidentiality out of privacy con-

cerns or for preserving digital rights. Message digesting and digital signatures can be employed to prevent
data corruption. These in turn again rely on the existence of a PKI.
These basic security services are needed to implement
any E-commerce platform (on top of a peer-to-peer network). In this section we have shown a layered model to
integrate the PKI with other services like reputation management, work on which has previously been done, where
peer reputation is also managed in P-Grid [3]. Distributed
access structures such as P-Grid not only require authentication of peers for reliability, but also can serve as a new
means for authentication, and provide maintenance of other
resources and services like trust (reputation) information,
and thus be used as platforms for C2C commerce in P2P.
This intriguing combination motivated us to come up with
the decentralized PKI based identification scheme. Additionally this fits well with the P2P design principle of avoiding any kind of centralization or specialized roles, and thus
we argue that our P-Grid based PKI is an important step
towards enabling E-commerce in P2P.

7. Related work
Most of the work done in the context of decentralized
PKI has used PGP [16] like web of trust models, trying to
exploit small-world certificate graphs [5], some of which
uses computationally intensive authentication metrics [18].
We elaborated the drawbacks in detail of such approaches
in Section 2. We have then advocated the use of structured
P2P systems’ efficient searches in order to employ a statistical or hybrid model as a means to realize reliable PKIs, and
given a preliminary analysis to demonstrate that it is possible to quantify the probabilistic guarantees in quorum based
techniques, unlike the web of trust based approaches.
To the best of our knowledge, we have pioneered in the
introduction of a layered model capturing the interdependencies of various security related issues that need to be
addressed in order to enable E-commerce in P2P. We have
outlined how other security issues will depend on and need
an underlying PKI. For example, work done in the context
of decentralized trust management ([3], Poblano [6]) often
assume an extrinsic mechanism for authentication, and do
not clearly address the essential issues of identification and
non-repudiation, which is essential for any reputation management scheme. Our model formalizes these dependencies, and thus provides a better understanding as to how to
implement future P2P E-commerce systems.
Our proposed decentralized PKI is generic, and in principle our approach could also work on top of other structured
P2P systems. However, careful analysis is required for each
of these systems to judge their suitability. For example, our

approach would not work with the existing features supported by CAN [17] or Chord [19] because they do not provide explicit statements on the management of replicas and
do not address the issue of updates, which is very essential
for our PKI to work. Freenet [8, 7] may serve as a possible platform but would again require a detailed analysis as
to whether its model can provide sufficient guarantees especially with respect to update propagation to cached copies
of information.

8. Conclusion
In this paper we advocated the need of a distributed PKI
for P2P systems and presented our approach based on the
efficient search mechanism provided by structured P2P systems such as P-Grid. While in an unstructured P2P system
like Gnutella, web of trust is the only available option, the
scheme is inherently inefficient and ad-hoc. It is difficult to
give probabilistic or any other quantification of the performance and cost of this approach. In comparison, the statistical approach we employ has various advantages: It helps
to share the effort (unlike in web of trust where effort is not
shared), has low latency and guaranteed result (unlike the
case of trying to establish a web of trust by conducting random walks on a trust graph), and provides mathematically
provable guarantees. We also provided arguments proving
that our approach is resistant to various kinds of attacks.
Despite several advantages of the statistical approach,
the fact remains that the web of trust approach is already
in existence, and hence it is our belief that future systems
will typically employ a hybrid version of the web of trust
and statistical approaches for maintaining PKIs. In fact, the
routing in P-Grid itself may be thought to be very similar
to traversal in trust graphs, more efficiently. The modification to incorporate web-of-trust approach will be to weigh
the routing references at peers according to local trust on
other peers. The work presented here serves as a stepping
stone towards a hybridized version, where web-of-trust approaches using efficient P2P search structures would be efficient as well as reliable.
Our work on identity management solely by the participating peers rather than relying on trusted third parties is
a step towards enabling e-commerce in a totally P2P way.
To that end we have also described a layered model for
enabling E-commerce. It paves way to support other services like reputation management apart from ensuring reliable functioning of the P2P system itself.
Our work can possibly be applied in domains other than
C2C E-commerce particularly that of the emerging web services arena. Each such service may be considered as an
“entity” or “peer” which cooperate in a P2P way. Then service discovery [13], as well as keeping track of quality and
integrity of such services may be achieved in a completely

decentralized manner, thus opening a vista of new opportunities, particularly because even “small players” can participate in such an open P2P society.
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